5-Button RF Remote Dimmer/Timer Instructions

- **Center Button (S5):** Press to turn the lights ON and OFF.
- **Top Button (S4):** Press to BRIGHTS lights.
- **Bottom Button (S2):** Press the DIM lights.
- **Left Button (S1) & Right Button (S3):** The left and right buttons are the option keys to set the timer.

**See next page for timer settings**

**NOTES:**
- If you turn the lights on with S5 in the daylight, the lights will stay on infinitely until you turn them off with S5.
- If you turn the lights on with S5 at night, the photo eye will operate normally.
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1. Press and hold S1. While continuing to hold S1, press S3 and release S3. Lights will flash ONE time, indicating the timer is set for 2 hours.

2. Repeat the step above. Lights will flash TWO times, indicating the timer is set for 4 hours.

3. Repeat step #1. Lights will flash THREE times, indicating the timer is set for 8 hours.

4. Repeat step #1. Lights will flash FOUR times, indicating the timer is set back to the dusk to dawn setting.